Annual Training Camp NCC 2019
DDMS P.OBUL REDDY PUBLIC SCHOOL
DDMS P.Obul Reddy Public School have attended the ATC (Annual Training Camp) held
during the month of October 2019 from 9th to 18th. The camp comprised of nearly 650
cadets. Cadets have learned many things. Our Cadets were exposed to the excitement
of camp life where we applied the theoretical knowledge that cadets had gained in
Institutional Training. The camp have introduced us a regimented way of life, it helped
the cadets in developing their leadership skills, team work in my activities like tent
pitching in which all cadets of different schools who were living in the same tent worked
together to win in the competition which has helped us know what team work actually
means. It even developed our self-confidence and self-reliance where cadets believe in
their own powers to participate in different competitions held in the camp and earn
medals. Every cadet of all the school had to do rifle shooting and experience it and cadets
who did well were given medals.
Cadets had to take their own plates, glasses and buckets to the camp which made their
know as responsibility towards their daily needs and how to take care and reserve them.
Cadets had to clean their own plates and glasses which made their know about the
dignity of labour which means no occupation is considered superior and all the cadets
have to clean their plates how working labour would do. The food was given according to
their diet taking care of health.
We have to wake up early in the morning for physical training and some days they had
yoga, then cadets wore their NCC uniform and practice the drill which they learned in
institutional training. They leadership skills .cadets
had classes in the afternoons like armed forces, knowing own position with compass,
about fire brigade, rifle shooting demo classes, health and hygiene and eye check-up also.
They conducted sports events like Athletics, Kho-Kho, and Volleyball for JW/JD and
SW/SD.
On the last day which was 17th of October we had the cultural and closing ceremony
where everyone performed in front of the CO. Everyone who performed well in the
competitions got medals in the closing program.
At the end cadets learned many things in the camp and this particular 10 days were very
memorable filled with memories, learning and many more.
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RESULTS
S.NO

NAME OF THE CADET

1

NITHYA REDDY

2

RISHI VENKATESH

3
4
5
5
6

SANJAY KARTHIK
SURYA TEJA
K.SUHRUTH SAI
JAHNAVI
SREEVALLI

7

JIYA

8

LASYA.K
LAASYA TANVI
LIKHITA
KYATHI
DHARANI SREE
JIYA
SREEVALLI
NITHYA REDDY
JAHNAVI

EVENT NAME

RESULT

ATHLETICS 100Mts,
200Mts
ATHLETICS
100Mts
200Mts
100MTS
FIRING
VOLLEY BALL
FIRING
EXTEMPORE
WELCOME DANCE
ESSAY WRITING
WELCOME DANCE

GOLD MEDAL
GOLD MEDAL

KHO-KHO

GOLD MEDAL

BRONZE MEDAL
GOLD MEDAL
GOLD MEDAL
SILVER MEDAL
GOLD MEDAL
BRONZE MEDAL
SILVER MEDAL
GOLD MEDAL
SILVER MEDAL
GOLD MEDAL

